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The Global Recruiter continues to salute all of the front line workers 
that are currently fighting the Coronavirus Pandemic.

With the world’s economies gradually firing up again, governments 
will be relying on the staffing industry to get things back on 
track as quick as possible. We are here to support you by 
broadcasting information and advice enabling you to gain a better 
understanding of how the staffing industry is working together to 
support the workforce. Keep up to date via our news service on 
www.theglobalrecruiter.com

Stay Safe and Healthy Everyone
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33Practical Software is a revolutionary new 

back-office solution for recruitment agencies. 
Here to make your business work faster, 
better and smarter. 

We are always working to save you time and money, 
and make you more efficient. Leaving you to focus on 
the important things like connecting your business, 
winning new clients and managing relationships.

To find out more about our software, how it 
can help you save time and maximise revenue 
or to book a one -to-one demo: 

• visit practical.software/global

• email info@practical.software 

• call 0330 124 3506

PRACTICAL.SOFTWARE/GLOBAL

CLOUD BASED BACK-OFFICE SOFTWARE 
FOR TIMESHEET, INVOICE & PAYROLL

WHERE YOU ONLY PAY  
PER ACTIVE CONTRACTOR

CLOUD BASED 
ACCESS

A fully integrated system allows 
contractors to see their full timesheet, 

expense and payslip history.

COMPLETE PAYROLL 
COMPLIANCE

Fully compliant with HMRC RTI 
submissions, GDPR and with  

pension regulations.

ALL TYPES OF 
PAYMENT HANDLED

Cover all PAYE and CIS payments 
as well as one -of f payments and 

umbrella company payments. 

AUTOMATED 
INVOICING

Automated invoicing and reports 
means that you can focus on  

your core business.
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When your employer re-opens 
offices, how likely is it that you will 
go back to the office?
Highly likely 32%
Somewhat likely 38%
Not likely 30%

Are you afraid to go back to the 
office when it re-opens due to health 
concerns?
Yes 50%
No 50%

How confident are you that your 
employer will create a safe/healthy 
workspace for you when you return 
to the office?
Very confident 38%
Somewhat confident 37%
Somewhat unconfident 13%
Not at all confident 12%

Will your employer make it 
mandatory for you to go back to the 
office when it opens back up?
Yes, every day  14%
Yes, but not every day 46%
No, going to the office will not be 
mandatory 40%

Do you think that post COVID-19 
there will be more or fewer in-person 
meetings?
More meetings 8%
Fewer meetings 92%

If you think there will be fewer in-
person meetings post COVID-19, 
how do you think that will impact 
productivity?
I will be much more  
productive 39%
I will be somewhat more  
productive 48%
I will be somewhat less  
productive 10%
I will be much less productive 3%

Are you more productive working 
from home (even if there are 
distractions such as a spouse or 
children) or from the office?
Home  64%
Office 36%

What are you most looking forward 
to when you return to the office?
Having a dedicated  
work/office space 19%
Camaraderie with colleagues 50%
In-person, face-to-face  
meetings with my manager 6%
Dressing professionally 5%
Nothing 20%
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in the UK has been slowly 
increasing over the past few 
weeks. The number of new job 
adverts in the first week of June 
reached 112,000, 64% higher 
than the previous week.
Neil Carberry, Chief Executive of 
the REC, said:
“This survey adds to the 
evidence we are seeing all 
over the UK that as lockdown 
ends, at least some normal 
activity is returning. If the 
lockdown measures continue 
to ease and public confidence 
improves, we should start to 

see business leaders put their 
plans into action and hire. This 
normalisation process will 
also be vital both for making 
sure that many furloughed 
workers are able to return to 
their jobs, and limiting the spike 
in unemployment that is likely 
when CJRS ends.
“The recruitment industry will 
be a vital part of this recovery, 
helping to place the right people 
into the right roles and get the 
country back to work.”

BUSINESS SENTIMENT 
ON THE TURN

5

For the latest industry news log on to www.theglobalrecruiter.com or sign up for our regular news by email

Business confidence in the 
UK economy improved by 17 
percentage points between 
early May and June. While 
confidence remains very low (at 
net: -46), the latest survey from 
the Recruitment & Employment 
Confederation (REC) saw the 
outlook start to turn away from 
the record lows of the spring.
Alongside this, employers’ hiring 
intentions also improved. The 
latest JobsOutlook, conducted 
between 2-16 June, found that 
more employers are planning 
to expand their workforce 

than reduce it in the next three 
months, as the Coronavirus 
Job Retention Scheme (CJRS) 
continues to support firms 
to avoid redundancies. The 
net balance now sits at +6, an 
improvement of 11 percentage 
points from early May.
Employers’ hiring intentions for 
the medium term (the next 4-12 
months) also improved, rising 
from net: +6 in early May to net: 
+15 in June.
The REC’s Jobs Recovery 
Tracker has already revealed 
that the number of job postings 

HESITANT RETURN
Even when they are cleared to 
do so, many professionals say 
they will not be going back to the 
office, with half saying they are 
afraid to return. That is according 
to a new Korn Ferry (NYSE: 
KFY) survey of professionals.
Fewer than a third (32 percent) 
say it is highly likely that they 
will return to their office when 
it re-opens. Half (50 percent) 
say they are fearful of going 
back due to health concerns, 
even though 75 percent say 
they believe their employer will 
create a safe and healthy work 
environment for them.
Forty percent of respondents 
say their employer will not make 
it mandatory that they return to 
the office.
While half (50 percent) say 
camaraderie with colleagues 
is what they are most looking 
forward to upon returning to the 
office, 1 in 5 (20 percent) say 
there is nothing that they are 
looking forward to about being 
back in the office.
According to the survey, nearly 
two-thirds of respondents (64 
percent) say they are more 

productive when they work from 
home than from the office, even 
with distractions such as having 
children or a spouse at home 
with them.
The vast majority (92 percent) 
believe there will be fewer in-
person meetings post Covid-19 
crisis, and 87 percent say they 
will be more productive as a 
result of less time in meetings.
“From fewer business trips 
to more online meetings and 
enhanced health and safety 
precautions at the office, 
the way we work will see a 
dramatic change as the nation 
slowly reopens,” said Bryan 
Ackermann, Korn Ferry global 
leader, Assessment and 
Succession, Leadership and 
Professional Development. 
“Organizational leaders must 
realize these changes may be 
difficult for employees and offer 
empathy, understanding and 
patience.”
About the Survey – The Korn 
Ferry survey took place in early 
June 2020 and includes 1,044 
responses from professionals.
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SONOVATE 
SUPPORT 
Recruitment finance and 
technology provider, Sonovate, 
has been approved for 
accreditation by the British 
Business Bank under the 
Coronavirus Business Interruption 
Loan Scheme (CBILS).
The CBILS, delivered through 
British Business Bank accredited 
lenders, is designed to support the 
continued provision of finance to 
UK smaller businesses (SMEs) 
during the Covid-19 outbreak. 
The scheme enables lenders 
such as Sonovate to provide 
facilities of up to £5m to smaller 
businesses across the UK who 
are experiencing lost or deferred 

New analysis of online vacancy 
data shows that in ex-industrial 
and inner city areas there are on 
average twenty people claiming 
unemployment-related benefits 
for every job vacancy – up from 
around four people per vacancy 
before the crisis began. In 
eleven local authorities, there 
are estimated to be over 50 
unemployed people chasing every 
vacancy. This includes Broxtowe, 
Bolsover, Rhondda and Telford.
By contrast, in more affluent 
areas of England it is estimated 
that there are on average five 
unemployed people chasing 
every job.
The table at the end of the release 
sets out areas:
• Where 50 or more unemployed 

people are chasing each job  
– these areas are hardest hit

• Where there are still fewer than 
3 unemployed people chasing 
each job

The analysis, by the Institute for 
Employment Studies (IES) and 
funded by the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation (JRF), uses vacancy 
data collected by Adzuna (www.
adzuna.co.uk) and matches it 
with local claimant unemployment 
data published by the Office for 
National Statistics this week.

This week’s analysis also gives 
some tentative signs that the 
hiring market may be starting 
to recover, with the number of 
newly notified vacancies in the 
second week of June reaching 
106 thousand. This is nearly 
double the number notified in the 
last week of May (58 thousand). 
However this is just one third of 
the number of new vacancies 
notified in the same week last 
year (321 thousand) so there is 
still a very long way to go in the 
recovery.
The total number of live vacancies 
now stands at 368 thousand – 
nearly two thirds (63%) lower than 
this time last year, and just under 
half (45%) of pre-crisis levels.
Looking at job types:
• Over a third of all vacancies 

advertised are now in health, 
education and social work, 
compared with just one in five 
before the crisis began. Adverts 
for these job types are down by 
just a quarter compared with 
before the crisis began.

• One in nine job adverts for IT 
roles. These have risen by a 
quarter between May and June, 
but are still at less than half of 
pre-crisis levels (48 thousand 
compared with 109 thousand).

• Recruitment in sectors most 
affected by the shutdown 
remains depressed – with 
vacancies in sales and in 
hospitality running at just 21% 
and 13% of pre crisis levels.

Commenting on the figures, Tony 
Wilson, Director of the Institute for 
Employment Studies, said:
“This crisis has affected all parts 
of the economy, but it’s clear that it 
is hitting some places harder than 
others. Many of these areas were 
struggling before this crisis began 
and are in even more trouble 
now. We need to be doing much 
more both to support employment 
demand in the short term – for 
example by cutting employer 
National Insurance – and in 
the longer term to support new 
industries and jobs.
“There are tentative signs that 
hiring may now be starting to pick 
up as businesses start to reopen, 
but these are very early signs. 
New vacancies are still at barely a 
third of the levels they were a year 
ago, and there’s a lot of people 
working fewer hours than they’d 
want or wondering if they will have 
jobs to go back to after furlough. 
However if we can suppress the 
virus and start to ease restrictions 
further then we should start to see 

a stronger recovery.”
Dave Innes, Head of Economics 
at JRF said:
“This research shows parts of the 
economy where workers are at 
the highest risk of poverty, such as 
restaurants and non-food retail, are 
being hardest hit by the outbreak, 
and areas of the country where 
people were already held back are 
falling even further behind.
“People who were already 
struggling to get by may find 
their hours are cut, or their jobs 
lost altogether at a time when 
vacancies are down significantly. 
As the furlough scheme winds 
down, unemployment is only likely 
to increase.
“As the government focuses 
on restarting the economy and 
mitigating the economic impact 
of coronavirus, it has to be 
ambitious in the size and scope of 
its interventions to address these 
challenges.
“The government has restated its 
commitment to the ‘levelling up’ 
agenda. To make this ambition 
a reality, we need sustained 
investment in jobs, skills and 
infrastructure across the country, 
as well as a social security system 
that supports people when they 
need it.”

revenues, leading to disruptions to 
their cashflow.
Sonovate will provide additional 
funding to UK recruitment and 
consultancy businesses that are 
suffering from cashflow shortages 
as a result of Covid-19.
Richard Prime, co-CEO of 
Sonovate, said: “We have always 
supported Britain’s start-up and 
SME community by providing 
access to the cashflow required 
to grow and this has never been 

more important than it is today. 
The CBILS accreditation will 
enable us to use our technology 
and industry expertise to help even 
more businesses during what is an 
incredibly challenging time.
“We fully support the British 
Business Bank’s objective of 
getting cashflow to the businesses 
that need it the most and we 
have set some ambitious targets 
to release millions in working 
capital, quickly and efficiently, 

to recruitment businesses and 
consultancies in order to support 
them through this crisis.”
Sonovate is the first dedicated 
funder to the recruitment and 
consultancy industry to be 
approved for accreditation under 
the CBILS.
Funding will be available from 
01 July. To apply for the scheme, 
please visit: https://www.sonovate.
com/cbils/ 

TWENTY TO ONE IN DISADVANTAGED AREAS

Local authority Region May 2020 March 2020 Change

Broxtowe East Midlands 84 13 71

Rhondda Cynon Taff Wales 63 13 50

Telford and Wrekin West Midlands 60 15 45

Pendle North West 59 9 50

Brent London 57 8 49

North Lanarkshire Scotland 56 11 45

Tameside North West 53 16 37

Bolsover West Midlands 52 6 45

Barking and Dagenham London 52 8 43

Areas with 50 or more unemployed people per vacancy:

Local authority Region May 2020 March 2020 Change

Kensington and Chelsea London 2 2 0

Chichester South East 3 0 3

South Staffordshire West Midlands 3 0 3

Lincoln East Midlands 3 1 3

Shetland Islands Scotland 3 2 2

Midlothian Scotland 3 1 3

Lewes South East 3 1 3

Runnymede South East 3 0 3

Warwick West Midlands 3 0 3

Stafford West Midlands 3 1 3

Canterbury South East 3 1 2

Mole Valley South East 3 0 3

Areas with 3 or fewer unemployed people per vacancy:

www.theglobalrecruiter.com



ROAD TO 
RECOVERY

8 VIEW FROM WEC 

Denis Pennel, managing director, World Employment 
Confederation, on private employment services paving the way. 

 The labour market crisis prompted by the Covid-19 pandemic has 
not only created wide-scale unemployment and threatened business 
continuity, it has also exposed the gaps in safety nets for workers 
around the world. 
Now that many countries are embarking on the road to recovery, 
it is important to leverage the lessons learned from the actions of 
governments and businesses in response to the crisis. We need to 
create new frameworks that will be able to better mitigate economic 
disruption and cushion the impact for all workers – regardless of 
their employment contract or status.
Agency work is a bellwether for labour markets. One of the first 
sectors hit in times of crisis, it is also one of the first to be able 
to adapt and jump back into action when the economy revives. 
Many governments identified the key role that private employment 
services played in the first weeks of the Covid-19 crisis through 
reallocating displaced workers to sectors with immediate labour 
demand – even loosening previous restrictions in order to  
speed-up that demand. Several jurisdictions classified the agency work 
sector as ‘essential’ to ensure that staffing agencies could continue to 
operate in lockdown and provide employment in critical sectors such 
as healthcare, transport & logistics, retail and private security.
Globally, some 50 million people find work each year through 
the private employment services sector and its 2.4 million career 
and recruitment specialists working through 160,000 agencies. 
The sector can support society and speed the recovery through 
increased labour market participation, efficient matching of supply 
and demand for workers, career guidance and skilling. 
We do this working with business and worker organisations and 
through social dialogue and private-public engagement. Our sector 
is ready to play its part, but the cooperation of all labour markets 
actors will be essential to shape the Road to Recovery in the wake 
of the pandemic. 
In ‘Covid-19: The Road to Recovery’, the World Employment 
Confederation calls for some key policy actions to enable the global 
private employment services industry to play its part in supporting 
the revival. 
Firstly, we need a framework for activation and transition, ensuring 

agency work and other diverse forms of work to support job 
growth. Labour institutions need to support this agility, promote 
partnerships between public and private employment services and 
lift any unjustified restrictions on agency work. Public resources 
also need to be allocated towards skilling.
Next, safety nets need to be reformed to ensure that all workers 
have access to effective transition and income support as they take 
cautious steps back into the labour market. This crisis has shown 
us that basic minimum protections need to be available to people, 
irrespective of how they engage with work. 
We must also speed up Social Innovation to ensure this access 
to minimum levels of protection. A key lesson learned from the 
crisis is that schemes such as those for unemployment, sick-leave 
and reducing working time are inadequately available and are not 
tailored to that majority of global workers who work outside of 
an open-ended full-time contract. Fixing this has been ‘work in 
progress’ for far too long. 
Now is the time to accept that diverse work forms sustain 
employment for all and that the benefits, costs and risks must 
be shared proportionately. The agency sector experience offers 
inspiration for the reform of social protection schemes. Across the 
world the private employment services industry has put in place 
specific protections for agency workers. These mechanisms have 
tailored their support to a group of workers that inherently work 
across various sectors, jobs, and businesses. 
Finally, future policy frameworks should also integrate lessons 
learned regarding the operational and digital conditions enacted 
for safe working and re-allocation across the labour market. 
This means maintaining and increasing digital infrastructure and 
flexible solutions that allow for remote working, matching and 
skilling such as Online Training, eSignatures, online identification, 
and skill checks.
As the first signs of recovery start to appear, so businesses will turn to 
agency work to support them in navigating ongoing uncertainty. The 
private employment services industry is prepared and stands ready to 
seize the opportunity, support our economies and deliver innovative 
approaches that will get global labour markets up and running again. n

2021.

2021
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Richard Stevens, founder of The Momenta Group reveals the challenge 
of helping global financial institutions stay compliant. 

THE REQUIRED 
CONTINGENT

“Please can you send 400 people now!”
The Momenta brand first appeared in the early 2000s, when our then 
business focused on supplying teams to assist with the emerging 
need for past business reviews, including endowment reviews and 
pensions, until PPI dominated the landscape from 2008 onwards. 
At that time, we received weekly calls where it was commonplace to 
hear “please can you send 400 people now!” – and so began a major 
growth phase for our business.
 
A new offering for the UK and global outreach
 
We formally launched the Momenta Group in 2016 with a new 
purpose and agenda: To serve the UK’s financial services sector 
beyond the ‘clean up’ and to expand abroad to meet similar emerging 
demands in other territories. 
In the UK, the company has since focused on technology, legal, and 
training and development, while remaining true to its core market of 
financial services.

Expanding abroad
 
We have ventured to Australia where their regulation and implementation 
is seen to be about a decade behind the UK. History repeated itself in 
that country most recently with The Royal Commission into Misconduct in 
the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry – following 
the lack of regulatory intervention by the relevant government authorities. 

A contingent workforce for a problem we all know.
 
It’s just one example but PPI (payment protection insurance) cost 
financial services, £53 billion to resolve. Since regulation hit the sector in 
the early 1990s, companies from insurers to banks, have had to grapple 
to produce well-trained, highly proficient teams – for set periods (rather 
than full time) – to become compliant and get back on track. 
Creating these ‘on-demand’ or contingent resource teams of highly 
skilled individuals, to help financial services firms deal with short term 
needs, is what we have been specialising in for the past 30 years – since 
the tightening of financial regulations. 
While PPI is now largely over, the UK and other countries still face a 
multitude of staffing challenges which require short term, contingent 
or supply contract resourcing – to handle everything from digital 
transformation, financial crime, to legal, and training and development. 
Our future very much lies in helping countries around the world solve 
their own versions compliance problems, within retail financial services, 
among others.
 
Serving the on-demand and flexible global 
workforce
 
There is a clear evolution that has taken place in the workplace with 
rapid changes occurring due to globalisation. Companies are adapting 
their traditional working models to be more agile, flexible and remain 
competitive in an ‘on demand’ economy. They are under pressure 
to increase productivity while keeping their costs (head count) low, 
causing staffing challenges such as having enough on-hand resource 
to handle projects and big skill gaps between the people they do have 
at hand. 
And this is where we’ve stepped in: We provide ‘ready to go’, skilled 
and vetted individuals and teams to meet all these shortfalls, on 
demand, at scale, for as long or as short as they are required – most 
importantly, cost effective.

How my career led me to Momenta’s present 
calling
 
I can safely say that I’ve ‘lived’ every step of the industry, in that I’ve 
worked in retail financial services long before I started providing 
resourcing solutions for the market. Having left university ‘prematurely’ 
because of a desire to get into the world of work, I joined The Halifax as 
a trainee bank clerk, who would later rise up the ranks. It’s when I moved 
into selling insurance, (Allied Dunbar) that I had the ideas for ‘cross 
selling,’ through contacts at motor insurance shops, long before partner 
marketing was around. This allowed me to build my network through the 
world of financial services.

Opportunities brought by regulation hitting retail 
financial services
 
In the late 1980s regulation began to sweep across financial services 
to protect consumers. The industry was largely ‘in denial’ about 
the dire need. With partners in 1990, we set up a training materials 
company (called Ad Valorum) for retail financial services. Nearly 
all major banks and insurers bought the material, but staff largely 
ignored it until Norwich Union was famously sanctioned by fine and 
the suspension of its sales reps for mis-selling policies. This pivotal 
turning point for the industry unleashed the crucial need for high level 
compliance and training.

The makings of a contingent resourcing business 
model
 
Beyond training material, my partners and I were asked to help retrain 
sales staff at Norwich Union – all 2500 of them. It was new territory 
as there were no companies delivering compliance training at this 
level, with all the checking, training and rechecking required. Still, this 
journey required us to take things to the next level.

11UP CLOSE

We have also opened offices in the USA in 2018 to deal with federal, 
versus national financial services regulation. Additionally, we opened 
in India (2019) where the country faces major national compliance 
alignment challenges – to support the ever-increasing global offshoring 
trends for back office functions.
 
COVID-19’s effect on the contingent workforce
 
Writing this at a time when COVID-19 wreaks havoc across the world, 
maintaining compliance is even more important than during seemingly 
‘normal’ times. Not just in keeping regulation, but also in an adjusted way 
of working, not least with work from home (WFH) fast becoming a new 
normal – bringing with it a host of new changes. We have had to create 
many WFH teams for our clients at speed. 
Within the sectors we serve we’ve noticed an additional volume of work 
across financial services. 
From lenders to insurers, additional workforce to support the volume 
of queries and applications as a result of COVID is needed, right 
now. They’re dealing with everything from management of schemes 
implemented by the government to support the public and businesses 
to stay afloat to increased policy claims caused due to the high level of 
unemployment or worse mortality that has resulted from the virus. These 
are just as a few examples. 
While we know the virus will eventually recede, the effects of it will take a 
considerable time to clean up and this is one key example of how we see 
the need for our solution in the years to come. n 
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Coronavirus and lockdown have laid bare the lack of government 
preparedness, the social economic divide, racial and 
employment inequalities, and WFH. It has also been somewhat 
of a watershed moment for contractors, freelancers, and the self-
employed. In this article I explore some of the impacts, reactions, 
and the need for change within the contracting world. These are 
my observations, and it is not my intention to speak on behalf of 
the industry.
Let’s start by tackling the “elephant in the room.” 
Why did Umbrella companies appear to be slow to respond 
to the announcements regarding the furloughing of umbrella 
workers. Much has been written by self-appointed financial 
experts, and other professionals, causing unnecessary hysteria 
directed at Umbrellas, with misleading statements which were 
at best ill-informed. The government were trying to support 
businesses and individuals quickly and did a relatively good job, 
but they were largely making up the rules as they went along, 
and this was the point which led to the lack of clarity. It took 
them several weeks to address the issues faced uniquely by the 
Umbrella industry as answers were brief, and short on detail. 
The government did not consider how Umbrellas calculate a 
worker’s pay based on NMW, bonus or commission, and this 
is historical, so they should have known. The guidance initially 
stated that bonus or commission could not form part of the 
CJRS claim, which led to a hesitation and rightly so, caution. 
Another factor was what employment costs would be covered 
within the CJRS? The Umbrella industry is all too often lumped 
together like a collective, hence the name ‘Umbrella’, but they 
don’t operate in unison; they are individual businesses without 
a common goal; except for those members of accredited bodies 
which do for the most part, follow a code of conduct.

Industry bodies like REC, FCSA, Professional Passport and 
APSCO joined forces to get clarity from government, but they 
were snubbed for weeks. In the end the decision to “furlough 
or not to furlough” was down to the individual Umbrella 
company, which either sought independent advice or based their 
decision on their appetite for risk versus commercial reward, no 
judgement here.
Whilst in our own case Pendragon made the decision early 
on to pay workers furlough pay based on average pay rather 
than NMW, we did so without a fanfare, because it was the 
right thing for us to do. A few other members of FCSA, did 
the same. However, if you have read the forums or LinkedIn, 
Umbrellas have not fared well. Contractors were and are angry 
and confused, as were some Agencies. Without doubt change is 
needed, mostly because self-regulation has not been a success. 
HMRC now recognised this too, and they plan to regulate them 
from April 2021. This aligns with HMRC’s intention to introduce 
the postponed IR35 reforms in the private sector also in  
April 2021.
This pandemic has changed the world forever and businesses 
will operate differently. Organisations will aim to ‘build back 
better’ and learn from these difficult experiences, and emerge 
stronger, more resilient, and hopefully more inclusive. Before 
the crisis we measured a person’s, worth based on salary level 
or job role, oh how wrong we all were! How enlightening it was 
to see that the lowest valued workers by pay; were the very 
ones willing to and did put their actual lives on the line trying 
to protect us. For that we clapped and paid tribute to them each 
week in recognition of their endeavours, but it is not enough; we 
need to reset our thinking. There are many challenges ahead for 
business leaders and government, before we start to get back to 

something that resembles normal, but it will be a “new normal”. 
At Pendragon we learned from analysis and insights from our 
consultancy clients, that ‘big business isn’t always the best 
business. We are just as creative, much more agile and equally 
capable of providing options for our clients, searching for 
alternatives to Umbrella. I am delighted to announce the launch  
of ReWorked, next generation PAYE employment with no fees  
to contractors. 
This solution is designed for clients willing to take on the 
responsibilities as the engager by funding employment costs 
typically with large contractor bases. ReWorked is currently 
being trialled by high volume users is proving to be cost 
effective, time saving and includes a white labelled service. We 
do envisage that ReWorked PAYE will become the go to option 
for agencies, clients and contractors who want simplicity, 
fairness, and clarity without the drama. “there’s never a wrong 
time to do the right thing.” n
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"THERE'S NEVER A 
WRONG TIME TO DO 
THE RIGHT THING"
Janet De-Havilland CEO of Pendragon Consultancy Ltd asks, is it time 
for the Umbrella industry to rethink the way they work?

Super-simple | Super-efficient | Super-compliant 
Advanced intelligent systems with Human expertise
Cost and time savings 
Employment costs required*

*This solution is based on volume
users of contractors and
minimum numbers
apply

Employment checks RTW ID POA

Weekly fortnightly or monthly payroll

No fees to contractors 

Outsource your Outsource your 
felixble felixble 

workforce to us workforce to us 
on PAYEon PAYE

Pendragon Consultancy Pendragon Consultancy 

launch ReWorkedlaunch ReWorked

Get 
in touch it’s 
that simple 

01992 458 8201920 458 8277  
or email 

rreewwororkkeed@pd@peenndrdraaggooncncoonsnsultultancancy.cy.co.uko.uk

Flexible Employment for 
Flexible Workers

Statutory rights and deductions

reworked
next generation paye

Seemless on and off-boarding

HR & Advisory ServicesPendragon benefits packageBreaking newsBreaking news



FRONTLINE

James Taylor, chief executive officer of Macildowie, discusses the 
importance of Furloughee’s.

THE RISE 
AND RISE OF 
THE FVP

Without going into our full FVP in this blog, I wanted to share a couple 
of ideas with you:
• We have procured a best in class, on-line training programme for 

every member of staff.
• We have delivered an Insights Discover Light session entitled “You 

Time” with a professional facilitator and Insights Practitioner. 
• We have partnered with an Emotional Health expert to deliver a 

diagnostic tool for individuals to complete on-line to assess their own 
emotional wellbeing.

• We have invested in an Employee Assistance Programme, meaning 
that anyone who might be struggling with COVID-19 and Lockdown 
has a professional Counselling Service at their fingertips.

• We have continued to carry out ZOOM gym/HIT sessions three times 
a week for all employees.

• Two weeks ago we held The Macildowie Lockdown Ball, our Master’s 
of Ceremonies for the evening were two of our amazing Furloughees, 
the Macildowie Ant and Dec as they have become known.

I am a big fan of building a trusted support network. An inner circle 
if you like. People who respect you and know you well enough to be 
courageous with the way they communicate with you. Who tell you how 
it is.
A few years ago I worked with an Exec Coach, I am still in touch 
with him and regularly go for a bite to eat or a beer. Two days before 
lockdown, he said to me “JT, you’re going to have to make some tough 
calls in the weeks and months ahead. Remember that people will 
remember the way that you make them feel”.
When we defined our Lockdown MO, we put Employee and Furloughee 
engagement the first point on our Operational Board Agenda and 
“Internal Comms” is the final point on the same agenda, it actually 
comes after AOB to ensure that we end the meeting aligned and in 
agreement on what and how we will communicate and when we will 
do it. We meet three times a week as an Ops Board, so morale and 
engagement are front, middle and centre of our strategy.
I am not saying we’re perfect. I am sure that we have made mistakes. 
But we, like everyone else out there, are doing our best. Everyone is 
different too, so what works for one individual doesn’t necessarily work 
for another.
I am delighted with the morale and camaraderie shown by the 
Macildowie staff who have been ‘at’ work since Lockdown began. We 
named ourselves ‘The Macsketeers’ on day one… “all for one and one 
for all” felt very appropriate given that we have some brilliantly talented 
people at home on furlough and the success achieved as a group 
would be a factor in determining bringing other team members back 
from furlough. We are bringing our Business Director, Dan Riley, back 
on Monday 1st June as his Construction market is showing more than 
green shoots with housebuilders back at work.
Back to “people remember the way that you make them feel”. 

It’s a pretty great guiding principle in times like these.
And it’s why I believe that it is important for Business Leaders to 
define their FVP… a new three letter acronym… FURLOUGHEE 
VALUE PROPOSITION.
Yes you read it correctly, the FURLOUGHEE VALUE PROPOSITION.
Now I guess that we all hope that it isn’t actually a thing for too much 
longer as we’d all like to get out of lockdown and back to work to 
avoid the worst recession, or depression in over 300 years (according 
to the experts)… but it is a real thing in my opinion, and it might just 
be THE THING that prevents a company from bouncing back.
We all know the phrase, “culture eats strategy for breakfast”. With 
that in mind, Board’s all around the globe are building their “New 
World Strategy”, but without engaging those vital team members who 
will be returning to work might mean that your culture does in fact 
eat your strategy before you have even had a chance to get going. 
That’s a scary thought. But it’s food for thought. And it’s not too late 
as we still have two full months of ‘full’ furlough and we’ll find out 
in the next few days what the plans are for august, September and 
October. So the FVP is an key strategic consideration for at least 5 
more months.
I have spoken to hundreds of people from my garden office over the 
past ten weeks and we have also produced a pulse coronavirus, 
business continuity, pulse survey to help us to help our clients with 
the question “what are others doing right now”. 
If you’d like to receive this information and insight once it has been 
aggregated, we’re sending to those who have completed the survey 
a week before it is fully released – please click here to complete.
As a six times, Sunday Times Best Company To Work For, we have 
been recognised for the level of employee engagement we have 
generated here at Macildowie. 
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• We have continued to hold Friday beers and quiz’s.
• We have recently partnered with a number of other organisations 

to make wellbeing, mindfulness and L&D opportunities readily 
available.

• Most importantly we are carrying out one to one’s regularly, 
because people want to hear from their Manager.

I know from some of the external conversations I have had that 
some people out there on Furlough have heard nothing from their 
business at all. This is frightening.
We host a series of Forum’s for MD/CEO, FD/CFO and HR Leaders 
to share best practice in a virtual networking environment. 
At Macildowie we pride ourselves on being professionally curious, 
and on delivering elements of our service at no charge. Whilst 
Recruitment is what ‘pays the bills’ we also have a passion for 
helping people and companies with their ‘Retention Strategy’  
and that’s why we urge everyone to define their FVP before too 
much longer. n 



FACT 
OR FICTION 
Joanne Harris, technical commercial manager for 
Parasol discusses the umbrella company dilemma.
When it comes to opinions about umbrella companies, we’ve heard it 
all; the right, the wrong and the downright bizarre. It is important when 
supporting contractors with choosing the best payment structure for them 
and their contract that you know facts from fiction on these opinions so 
you can advise them in the best way. 
Keep reading as we bust the most common misconceptions about 
umbrella companies and confirm once and for all whether they are fact 
or fiction. 

Contractors are treated as employees when 
working through an umbrella company 
Fact. 
In fact more than that, contractors who are paid through a compliant 
umbrella company are not ‘treated as’ employees of that umbrella 
company, they are employees, both for tax and employment law 
purposes. Often referred to as ‘umbrella employees’ these contractors 
receive the same benefits as permanent employees such as holiday 
pay, maternity/paternity and statutory sick pay. Umbrella employees 
receive payslips and the umbrella company takes care of all National 
Insurance and income tax contributions on their behalf.  

Contractors can receive 90% of their take home 
pay with an umbrella company 
Fiction.
If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Particularly when it comes 
to income tax. Umbrella employees pay the same tax and national 
insurance rates as any other employee so 90% take home pay is not 
possible. If an umbrella company offers such a high take home pay it is 
a huge red flag that something fishy is going on. 

Umbrella companies are unlawful
Fiction.
Compliant umbrella companies are entirely legal. By relieving 
administrative pressures for recruitment agencies and end hirers, 
ensuring umbrella employees are paid on time and calculating the 
correct payments for HMRC, umbrella companies play a vital, entirely 
legal, part in the agile workforce supply chain. 

Umbrella companies are unregulated 
Fact. 
Unfortunately, there is not currently a statutory regulatory body for 

umbrella companies, although with the publication of The Good Work 
Plan in 2018 the government committed to making this happen. This 
means there are still unscrupulous businesses who masquerade 
as compliant umbrella companies when they are actually running 
something sinister such as a tax avoidance scheme. As such, if you 
ever see an umbrella company claiming they are ‘HMRC approved’, 
keep a very wide berth as they are probably not an umbrella company 
at all. 
When it comes to compliance FCSA Accreditation (Freelancer 
& Contractor Services Association) is the gold standard within 
the market. Accredited suppliers will have passed the FCSA’s 
rigorous audit process and assessed against their publicly available 
compliance code. Filling your preferred supplier list with FCSA 
accredited suppliers will give you and your contractors peace of mind. 

Contractors can’t claim expenses when working 
through an umbrella company  
Fiction. 
Like contractors who work through other payment structures, umbrella 
employees can claim expenses as long as they are incurred wholly 
and exclusively whilst working on an assignment. However, there 
are limitations depending on whether SDC (supervision, direction 
or control) applies to the assignment. For example, an umbrella 
employee would not be able to claim mileage expenses when working 
on a contract subject to SDC but may be able to on an assignment 
where SDC does not apply. 

All umbrella companies are the same 
Fiction. 
As umbrella companies do not need to be regulated to trade, there are 
often differences from one umbrella company to the next. The biggest 
difference comes between those who are compliant and those not, with 
the latter potentially costing the supply chain dearly. 
Even with compliant umbrella companies there are differences in the way 
they operate and the service they offer their employees and recruitment 
partners. Opening hours, benefits packages and technology are likely to 
differ from one umbrella company to another. 
At Parasol, compliance runs through every aspect of our business.  
If you’d like to speak to our agency support team to discover more  
about how we can help you and your contractors, please visit  
https://parasolgroup.co.uk/gr  n

EMPLOYEE 
CLAIMS

16 LEGAL

Employers are faced with 
potential safety risks on the 
one hand and potential risks 
of breach of privacy rights on 
the other

Helen Watson, a partner at law firm Aaron & Partners, advises of a likely 
increase in claims being made against employers in the wake of the 
coronavirus pandemic.

A top employment lawyer is urging business owners to remain mindful 
of their duties and responsibilities as an employer ahead of an 
anticipated rise in claims being made by employees returning to work 
after the lockdown period. 
Helen Watson, Head of Employment at law firm Aaron & Partners, 
has highlighted a number of possible claims that companies could 
face as UK businesses slowly begin to reopen.
She explained that despite the difficult circumstances presented by 
the coronavirus outbreak, this will not be enough to shield employers 
from courts and tribunals and warns that many are likely to see a 
spike in claims from employees. 
Helen further explained that the effects of the current pandemic on 
businesses and the workforce could result in several different kinds of 
claims from employees in relation to their employment including: 
1) Constructive dismissal 
2) Unlawful discrimination 
3) Unfair dismissal 
4) Breach of privacy 
Helen said: “With little time to prepare or plan, businesses have 
needed to make critical decisions whilst having to navigate  
ever-changing legislation and guidance set out by the government. 
This has in turn left many employers potentially vulnerable, with lots 
of business owners and managers confused about what the correct 
duties and responsibilities to their employees now are. 

“There are a number of variables related to the effects of the 
coronavirus pandemic that could result in several different kinds of 
claims from employees, especially as businesses begin the phased 
return to the workplace. 
“One of the greatest concerns for workers is their health and safety, 
and businesses will need to take all necessary steps to ensure 
the appropriate safety measures are in place including conducting 
appropriate risk assessments to identify risks for employees returning 
to work and planning the steps that will be taken to address those 
risks.
“We anticipate that there will be potential dismissals as a result of staff 
furloughing and redundancies. For example, if employees perceive 
that the reason they were or weren’t furloughed – or in some cases 
were made redundant – related to a protected characteristic under 
the Equality Act 2010, they may seek to make a claim for unlawful 
discrimination. 
The latest indicators published by the Office for National Statistics 
(ONS) show that of the 6000 businesses surveyed, 76 per cent had 
applied for the governments job retention scheme, with 31 per cent 
of the workforce having been furloughed, making it the most popular 
of all the support schemes introduced by the government during the 
coronavirus outbreak. 
“Employers should also be careful not to disclose the identity of 
individuals who have been infected with Covid-19 unless they are 
able to establish that it is absolutely necessary to ensure safety at 
work or to meet public health requirements,” added Helen. 
“Where transparency and privacy rights collide, employers are faced 
with potential safety risks on the one hand and potential risks of 
breach of privacy rights on the other.
“It’s clear that employers must evaluate the potential issues that could 
arise in order to mitigate the risk of legal claims being brought against 
them. We would always recommend businesses to seek legal advice 
during this time.” n
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“Upwork’s” of this world? Or can placing remote workers / providing 
remote alternatives become a new feature offering for agencies used to 
filling site-based placements? I hope and believe it is the latter. 

Digital innovation

From a technology perspective, the whole world is “integrating” 
and “collaborating”. As your kids work around social distancing by 
collaborating on Fortnite, FIFA and Mindcraft – on just about any device 
you can switch on – the recruitment industry needs to get on board 
with cloud based, collaborative technologies that eliminate the costs of 
duplicated data entry, errors and delay. 
Leading agencies embrace digital innovation across their own 
operations and across the supply chains they operate within. ENGAGE 
data shows that where candidates, agencies umbrellas and hirers 
operate on shared platforms there is a profound increase in efficiency 
for all parties – at the cost of those still operating with whiteboards, 
excel, email and phones. 

How can Recruitment Agencies get ready for the 
next hurdle – IR35?

Whatever the “new normal” turns out to be, IR35 is definitely in the 
mix; and once again it’s just around the corner. Hirers will carry tax 
liabilities for IR35 through the supply chain. They will demand real-time 
visibility of the engagement types and compliance processes used 
by recruitment agencies, umbrella companies and contractors below 
them. Agencies will need to demonstrate that clients’ that IR35 status 
determinations and approved process will be shared and adhered 
to throughout the supply chain, despite large numbers or fast churn. 
Shared systems with the capability to flag contractors’ IR35 status and 
even prove “gross to net” payments to candidates caught by IR35 will 
engender confidence. 
Howard Hughes is CEO & Founder of ENGAGE Technology Partners. 
ENGAGE is a cloud based collaborative platform for the recruitment 
supply chain; offering VMS, Back Office and IR35 solutions,  
www.engagetech.com n

Whatever the “new normal” turns out to 
be, IR35 is definitely in the mix; and once 
again it’s just around the corner

Howard Hughes, CEO & founder of ENGAGE Technology Partners, 
assesses the future.

Where do you see the recruitment market going?

Covid-19 has caused a significant drop across permanent vacancies, 
which will persist, and temporary vacancies – which will not. Historical 
data shows that the period after every recession sees a sharp focus 
on cost control and results in a contraction of full-time employment 
relative to an expansion in temporary staffing. Employers need time to 
recover the confidence to commit to permanent roles. From first-hand 
experience of the 2008 financial crisis I believe temp agencies who 
are organised to catch this swing will see revenues surpass pre-Covid 
highs, from the same client base. 

What can recruitment agencies do to be prepared? 

Agencies can make the most of a temporary recruitment surge firstly 
by having the facility. Be ready to place temps at higher volumes 
with strong systems and consultants in place. Secondly, look for 
new opportunities. Industries, hirers and roles where temps have not 
traditionally been required may now be squarely in the temp market. On 
the flip side, agencies with strong client relationships in perm should be 
ready to offer temps / or partner to do so, to keep a proactive grip on 
key client accounts. 
On the candidate side of the equation the market will be briefly 
“vacancy led”, with higher numbers of candidates applying for each 
position. Remembering the struggle to find good candidates just a few 
months ago, agencies should build strong relationships with every 
viable candidate, whether placed immediately or not. Agencies who 
help the career transition for those taking their first temp contracts will 
also build positive relationships with candidates now likely to move jobs 
more often. 
To push the boat out a little further, post Covid there will be more roles 
that can be fulfilled remotely. Will agencies lose this business to the 

DEAD CAT BOUNCE
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The last few months have been tough for us all. The world as we 
know it has drastically evolved — both in and out of work. But with 
change comes opportunity, and while everyone would like to put some 
aspects of 2020 behind us, in the recruitment arena, interesting shifts 
are developing.

What we’re experiencing today will lead to more 
businesses embracing contingent workers 

As the economy begins to reopen and businesses start to get back 
to work, many employers may need to ramp up hiring to get their 
businesses moving again, and to combat any losses accrued during the 
peak of the pandemic. 
The difference to what we’ve seen previously is businesses will now 
turn to contingent workers where they would have previously sought 
permanent staff. Understandable, given the flexibility and agility 
contingent workers offer businesses. But for recruiters, this shift will lead 
to greater pressure to identify and source more gig and contract workers. 
With more organisations now willing to allow remote working options, 
agencies will, in theory, have a wider pool of candidates to tap into. 
On paper, this is great news, but as we know, this also presents a 
logistical challenge for monitoring and engaging with a larger, more 
fluid talent pool. 

Technology: the solution to today’s remote work 
problems? 

The use of tech, AI and digital software has long been asserting itself 

in the recruitment industry, with many now relying on these tools to 
streamline and manage hiring processes. Over the years, staffing 
companies have tapped into technology out of a combination of natural 
evolution and end-hirer demand as more employers actively seek out 
digital solutions for their talent needs.
The Great Remote Work Transition is proving to be influential. Prior to 
Covid-19, some employers had the technology in place to successfully 
navigate towards the new normal. Others were less prepared and had to 
rapidly embrace digital transformation. But now that we’ve all had time to 
adapt, more organisations are factoring it into their future. 
Take Twitter and Facebook, for example. Both have recently announced 
they will allow staff to work remotely on a permanent basis. And in the 
US, software companies like Dropbox Inc. and Elastic NV are preparing 
to extend remote working across states. Without technology in place, this 
simply wouldn’t be achievable.

For recruiters, the challenge moving forward is 
two-fold 

Embracing this digital transformation in their own business to lead by 
example will require significant investment and training. It will also need 
to be carefully managed to limit disruption. Re-training consultants and 
managers to help maintain performance remotely and ensure the spirit of 
the office isn’t lost is no small feat, after all.
More importantly, recruiters will need to assist with the adaption of talent 
attraction processes for end-hirers to incorporate the right balance of 
on and off-line solutions. Just as before the crisis there were too few 
organisations ready to embrace digital as a means of engaging with new 

hires and managing staff, it’s crucial that after COVID-19 the scale isn’t 
tipped too far in opposite direction. If technology becomes too influential, 
the risk is we lose the personal, empathic elements of the hiring process. 

Now more than ever, recruiters need to be strategic 
advisors to employers across the globe to shape 
the future 

While technology will act as the enabler for successful attraction and 
management of remote and contingent workers, there’s more to this than 
software alone.
Recruiters might be able to find the talent that employers need, but if 
business’ hiring managers and HR teams aren’t trained on the nuances 
of engaging with ‘new’ groups, staffing companies will face an uphill 
battle. And if there’s too much reliance on tech as an all-encompassing 
solution for the new world of work, the potential longer-term  
impacts could be detrimental to a brand’s ability to attract high-value 
contingent labour. 

Managing talent data

Technology does, of course, provide the added benefit of giving hiring 
managers and HR the data needed to successfully manage a flexible 
workforce. 
As we see more individuals turn to contract, gig and contingent work 
as they adapt to the current economic milieu, having a database and 
technology that’s able to capture who is working where, and when 
contracts will come to an end will prevent anyone from slipping through 

the net (and off to a competitor), will be crucial to success.
For those without the systems in place to handle the level of contingent 
candidates that we expect to be managing in the short-term at least, now 
really is the time to push for greater transformation. 

Some of the approaches seen prior to the 
pandemic will continue to grow 

Talent analytics and strategic workforce planning will contribute 
towards ensuring fully optimised, compliant workforces. By the same 
token, Contingent RPO and direct sourcing will continue to ensure that 
businesses can hire and retain the best contingent talent at the best 
possible rates. Meanwhile, services procurement and statement-of-work 
management will save businesses money for complex and project-based 
work. Tech will, of course, play a part across each of these areas.

A (part) digital future

There’s no denying that the crisis of 2020 has sped up digital 
transformation in recruitment. But it’s crucial that we ensure that we  
aren’t misled by the ‘glamour’ of technology and lean too heavily on it  
as an all-encompassing solution to tomorrow’s challenges. 
For the sake of our own businesses and those we work with, we  
must ensure that we correctly balance infrastructure with the right  
people approach. 
Having the digital tools is one thing, but knowing how to make them work 
for us, our candidates and the employers we work with will be the crucial 
step for our own survival in the new normal. n

THE GREAT 
RECRUITMENT 
REVOLUTION
Karina Townley, managing director, client services 
EMEA at Guidant Global, looks to a positive future.
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You found the vacancies, you found the talent. You negotiated 
rates and arranged for the workers required to turn up as 
requested. The hard work has been done. Or has it? Making sure 
contractors get paid on time and accurately is a key concern for 
any recruitment company. 
Whatever the terms and conditions stuck with you clients the 
likelihood is that your contractors will want to be paid ahead of 
that cashflow curve, so you need two make sure the funds are 
ready, and more importantly, that the system is in place to deliver 
the right funds to the right person.
An effective and efficient payroll solution is the beating heart 
of your recruitment operation. It pushes the finance in the right 
direction and keeps everyone happy, motivated and ready for 
the next opportunity. Thankfully, there are excellent solutions in 
the marketplace which can power your payroll to the expert level 
you require.
Whether you’re handling in-house, or looking to outsource 
the entire function, payroll need not be something that your 
organisations dreads or feels is holding you back. Indeed, 
today’s solutions can positively drive forward a recruitment 
business. Not only will they take care of the administration heavy 
work of paying people, they can providing critical information 
and data for moving the business forward. They can also be 
married up with general reward packages and solutions, bringing 
your contractors choice, flexibility and even more benefits when 
they work for you.
Not only that, but your own workforce can benefit from an 
excellent payroll solution. Consultants will always work better 
when they experience the fruits of their labours, when they 
can see how and when they’re going to be paid, what bonus is 
achievable and the rewards you offer.
Over the next pages you can get to grips with everything the 
payroll market has to offer. Find the solution that fits your 
business and you need never worry about a payday again. n

PAYROLL POWER
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Tax avoidance ... 
can you spot it?

“I can get 90% take home pay!”

“It’s legal and HMRC approved”

“It’s a loophole!”

“They take care of all the paperwork”

As a market leader in compliance and one of the 
largest umbrella companies in the UK, Parasol are 
actively engaging with the recruitment industry 
and the FCSA to raise awareness of tax avoidance 
schemes within our industry.

Now more than ever, don’t leave anything to chance.

Get in touch
parasolgroup.co.uk / 01925 568 275

If it sounds too good 
to be true, it usually is.

https://parasolgroup.co.uk/help-me-decide/guides/tax-avoidance-vs-tax-evasion/?utm_source=global-recruiter&utm_medium=trademedia&utm_campaign=tax-avoidance&utm_content=mpubanner-720x300
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Business 
as usual
Whatever ‘normal’ looks like for 
you right now, at PayStream things 
haven’t changed. 

You can still depend on us to deliver the services 
and support you need. To advise and guide you, 
using our 20 years of knowledge, experience and 
expertise. And to keep you and your contractors 
informed, HMRC compliant and reassured. 
Count on PayStream now more than ever.

Speak to one of our team today.

0161 929 6000  
info@paystream.co.uk   paystream.co.uk
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THE REAL COST 
OF PAYROLL 
ERRORS
John Hetherington, UK sales manager, Practical Software on how 
the right payroll software can protect your business. 

We all know that a payroll system is an integral part of any 
company; it doesn’t just assume responsibility for your 
employees’ salary, it provides vital protection for complying with 
payment regulations. Whether it’s FCA rules around bonuses and 
commissions, GDPR or National Minimum Wage – we’re working 
in an increasingly regulated and potentially costly area of the 
business. According to the Department of Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy, employers paid out nearly £30 million in NMW 
penalties and arrears from the 2018/19 tax year.1
Ensuring legislation is met doesn’t just boost profitability and 
reduce risk, it helps establish your company as a reliable and 
reputable employer. This ultimately adds value to your company 
and attracts not only new customers but also talented potential 
employees. It’s clear though that regulation, as important as it is, 
doesn’t alone define your business. A company’s reputation can 
be everything, and having a robust payroll system in place helps to 
maintain this. It’s been reported that one in five employees in the UK 
has changed their job after experiencing errors or being paid late 
by employers2, and it’s not just a UK issue; a 2017 study showed 
that 18% of US workers would consider changing jobs after just one 
error with their pay.3
Industry insights show some very good reasons for this. Late and 
incorrect payments can affect mental health and ensuring high 
morale is key to a good working environment and staff  retention. 
Your employees want to feel safe and secure with the knowledge 
that they will be paid consistently and on time, and having the right 
systems in place to help you keep up with employer responsibilities 
gives the reassurance that a business or agency not only has a 
secure financial future but cares about their employees. At a time 
when the mental health of workers is a key concern for employers 
with the effect of lockdown and furloughing, making sure that staff 
have the support and reassurance that they need around pay can 
make a real difference.
“Payroll software isn’t just about legal requirements, but clarity and 
transparency. It should allow workers to not only see what they will 
be earning, but also their bonuses, benefits and any pay increases 
too” says John Hetherington, UK Sales Manager of Practical 

Software. He feels that a flexible and robust system is likely to 
improve employee performance and ultimately boost efficiency in 
the workplace. “One of the greatest benefits an employee will find 
from competent payroll software is the ability to look towards the 
future and see their annual salary and net worth”
The question for a lot of employers is how to stay on top of 
their payroll and provide the service that reflects how they want 
to be seen by their employees and customers. John believes 
that RTI submissions and tax calculations can quickly become 
unmanageable and create errors if the right systems aren’t in 
place “we’re under no illusion that our own payroll system belongs 
to a vast network of various payroll systems and software. With 
Practical Software; PAYE, national insurance and deductions are 
calculated automatically, as well as being fully compliant with HMRC 
RTI submissions, GDPR and pensions regulations.” He’s aware of 
the importance that payroll software has within an organisation. 
“Employee pay and deductions have to be reported to HMRC and 
it’s essential that due diligence has been carried out. For repeat 
offenders, payroll errors could lead to an audit by HMRC, which can 
prove to be a time-consuming, costly endeavour for companies of 
all sizes”.
Simply put, the right payroll software helps to keep your employees 
happy, your reputation secure and makes sure that your business 
has a long and lasting future. n

1. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/797675/Non-compliance_and_enforcement_of_
the_National_Minimum_Wage_WEB.pdf
2. https://diversityq.com/how-to-turn-national-minimum-wage-challenges-into-
a-fillip-for-di-1508016/
3. https://www.hrdive.com/news/just-two-payroll-errors-can-cause-49-of-
employees-to-start-job-hunting/444377/ 
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Everyone knows that what was once “normal” has now ended. 
But while the current lockdown window has left many businesses 
in limbo, now is the time to prepare for the new era of normality. 
Now is the time to prepare for the Low Touch Economy. 
So, what is the Low Touch Economy? It’s a term coined by the 
Board of Innovation to predict and describe the world we will 
emerge into as lockdown measures are slowly lifted. Customers 
and workers will operate at distances, relying more on 
technology as opposed to human contact than ever before,  
and be far more concerned about hygiene. Put simply, we will 
not return to a society quite the same as the one we left in  
March 2020. Businesses that cannot or do not adapt to this  
will fail to recover. 
Here are the top four reasons why the Low Touch Economy is 
about to become the ‘new normal’. 

Reason 1: A change to one sector affects another 

Never before have industries and sectors been brought together 
quite like this. In the face of a global pandemic, ripples and 
repercussions have been felt along the supply chain. If one part 
struggled, everyone along the line felt it. 
The Board of Innovation offered the following example: 
restaurant visits have dropped due to lockdown measures, of 
course. But this does not simply impact the hospitality sector. A 
drop in restaurant visits means less alcohol is being consumed. 

Less demand for alcohol means beer breweries fall under 
pressure. This trails all the way back to the start of the supply 
chain, with farmers losing revenue on crops.
The only way to protect businesses all along the supply chain 
is for each sector to embrace the ‘new normal’. Naturally, the 
amount of change needed will vary from sector to sector. For 
example, tourism, manufacturing, and hospitality will need  
to make the most changes, given their reliance on large 
gatherings, close human contact, and dependence on travel. 
Meanwhile, so long as non-food retail can manage their need  
for large gatherings, they may find it easier to adapt to the  
Low Touch Economy. 

Reason 2: New behaviours will become habits 

There isn’t a single person on the planet who hasn’t had to 
change their entire daily routine in 2020. And these changes are 
not short-term — the longer we are in lockdown and the longer 
the virus continues to pose a threat, the more we will repeat 
these new behaviours and the faster they will become habits. 
One habit that many may choose to take into the Low Touch 
Economy is the habit of working from home. With some 
many sectors finding that their employees can not only keep 
functioning in their job from home but flourish in it, we  
will no doubt see a number of roles now ticked for a  
work-from-home capacity. 

Reason 3: Hygiene hyperfocus is here to stay 

For those who decide to return to the office or workplace, 
however, it still won’t be back to business as usual. Communal 
areas will be under scrutiny, close-quarters and open-plan 
office will need to be reviewed for hygiene concerns, and hot 
desking may very well become a risk no one is comfortable to 
take anymore. Offices may reduce their hired space as people 
continue to work from home, but a reduced area means an 
even greater needs to keep it clean — the closer the proximity 
of people in a small area, the more hygiene will be needed. 
Workplaces will need to do more than just rely on their evening 
cleaners to maintain cleanliness — stocking up on disinfectant, 
gloves, and centrefeed roll will be essential in order to top-up 
clean throughout that day, as well as giving workers access to 
these items to keep their own work stations clean. 
But it’s not just workers who will be expecting a certain level 
of hygiene in the workplace. Though customers are embracing 
home deliveries in the absence of being able to go to the shops, 
they will still be looking for safety in their deliveries. Contact-free 
deliveries are only the first step — a formal proof of hygiene  
may very well be on the cards, according to the Low Touch 
Economy model. 
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Reason 4: It was happening anyway, and the 
lockdown just sped it up!

Before the pandemic, not every sector embraced technology 
to the same degree. For example, the construction sector 
was notorious for being slow to uptake new technology. 
However, for the vast majority of industries, we were already 
experiencing a shift towards the Low Touch Economy  
— meetings held over the internet, virtual learning, and  
self-service options all meant that close-quarters human 
interaction was slowly phasing away from our lives. 
Naturally, this means that certain jobs that were already 
teetering on the edge of redundancy in this new technological 
age may never recover. For example, with the majority of 
banking services being available online, one news source 
suggests bank tellers may become a profession for the history 
books alone. 
Don’t just prepare to endure the changes. Adapt to embrace, 
relearn the ‘new normal’, and grow. The Low Touch Economy 
will be the norm after lockdown measures end, and some 
sectors will find it easier to embrace than others. Start 
preparing your business today. n

Amy Hodgetts of Wholesale specialists Fulcare, 
discusses the move towards The Low Touch Economy. 
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Newer technologies, along with some attractive marketing, argued 
some around the table, has given rise to the idea that Artificial 
Intelligence is beginning to have an impact on the sector. However for 
many in the room the concept of true AI was still a just a concept. In 
practice what is currently being offered on the market is really machine 
learning technology – ie. systems which take in a huge amount of data, 
identify patterns within that data and then make decisions based on 
those patterns. The challenge here is that even with a data rich sector 
such as recruitment, simply basing decisions on what has worked in the 
past will not necessarily determine success in the future. 
Not only that but the challenge that remains as far as data is concerned 
is ensuring the appropriate details for each candidate placed are 
entered in a timely and accurate fashion. Some around the table had 
managed this challenge by designing their systems to force consultants 
to record the process from the start – a job advertisement, for example, 
cannot be placed without the vacancy being logged on to a system and 
so on.
However even with this data resource Chris Dunham raised the 
question of how long would it would take for a system to process and 
reach any conclusions with regard to that data, and secondly would the 
decisions taken as a result of what has happened over 20 years lead to 
success for their consultants working tomorrow?
Dunham also said that while sourcing candidates can be based on 
rules – has this person got these attributes/qualifications – there 
is another level of consideration and decision making made by 
consultants which is harder to get a machine to understand. Dunham 
gave the example of a candidate working in Reading but who says 
he doesn’t want to move for a job. Unless the right rules are there, 
an automated programme is unlikely to realise that the person will 
probably commute into London to work – indeed they may already be 
doing so.
But while there may be hesitation and caution among recruitment 

Technology like Herefish by Bullhorn will enable 
businesses to effortlessly design and build their 
own recruitment specific automations

Simon Kent reports from an industry discussion on the 
digitalization of the recruitment process.

Before the coronavirus pandemic shut down the country, The Global 
Recruiter’s UK Summit took place in central London bringing together 
the leading lights from the recruitment industry to discuss ideas, 
discover best practice and to move the industry forward towards 
meeting the needs of Industry 4.0. While the immediate challenges 
facing the industry have somewhat changed since then, the ideas and 
strategies discussed at a series of Recruitment Live round tables held 
at the Summit, continue to offer insight and inspiration for recruitment 
leaders. None less so than the session held in association with Bullhorn 
which explored the concept and ideas around digitalisation. Taking part 
in this conversation were:
Chris Dunham, IT Director, InterQuest Group
Roy Thompson, Director of IT, Gattaca
Jaspreet Kaur, Marketing Manager, Venquis
Lauren Blackwell, Recruitment Executive, VHR
Missy Shutt-Vine, Head of Permanent Division, Tiger Recruitment
Marc Jarvis, National Senior Account Executive, UK & Ireland, 
Bullhorn
Simon Kent, Editor, The Global Recruiter
From the start it was clear that the concept of digitalisation – in 
terms of gaining efficiency through the automation or removal of 
weighty administration – is not a new idea. Speeding up the process 
of employment and the bureaucracy around it through the removal 
or reduction of physical forms, the sending, checking and filing of 
paperwork and so on has always been an aim of business. What is 
new however, are the tools and techniques, technology and challenges 
by which this can be done.

DIGITALISE 
FOR 
EFFICIENCY
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companies when it comes to technology, the fact is they are operating 
in a world where digitalisation is happening. Missy Shutt-Vine believes 
digitalisation is inevitable because “it's an external force, and you can’t 
be left behind.” Within her own business she gave the example of the 
adoption of new HR systems and automation which mean company 
updates and announcements can be easily made while booking and 
confirming holiday times have been made easier for both the consultant 
booking the time off and the manager approving the absence.
VHR’s Lauren Blackwell also believes the push towards digitalisation is 
irresistible – it’s not just about being aware of innovation in the sector 
but about keeping in touch with changes in the workforce – both in the 
form of potential candidates and in the form of the requirements made 
from the workforce within the sector a recruitment business serves. 
“For me if there’s anything that makes us quicker or more streamlined 
we’re going to go for it,” she says. “It's about realising the process of 
digitalisation is a constant. Automation and AI already exists elsewhere 
and that will come into the way we recruit and how we use our 
database and systems in the future.”
Roy Thompson, made the point that digitalisation should be more 
focused on addressing productivity at scale rather than what he calls 
the ‘hygiene’ issues of a more efficient back office. After all, no business 
wants to be carrying an unnecessary burden of added cost if it can be 
mitigated. “The trickiest but most important bit is getting the tools in the 
hands of the recruiters,” he says – and this is not just because it’s a 
question of finding the right technology, but because sometimes those 
who the technology is aimed may struggle to change their working 
practices.
Jaspreet Kaur reported some positive experiences from using new 
technology and in particular automative techniques within the marketing 
function. Not only can the business better manage its public/potential 
client approaches and brand image, but the ease by which candidate 
and client surveys can be sent out and analysed has proved useful 

to inform the work of frontline recruitment consultants. “Getting the 
brand out there is very beneficial even if that’s just to keep in touch with 
clients and candidates,” noted Kaur. “Even a survey is a great way to 
make contact and find out if a client has anything coming up we might 
be able to help with.”
Naturally any investment made in digitalisation must deliver a good 
return on investment and this is certainly a challenge for recruitment 
businesses. Ensuring a solution actually delivers efficiencies and on 
an acceptable scale, rather than simply looking good and sounding 
impressive, is a concern for many charged with assessing and 
introducing greater business efficiencies. 
Roy Thompson was not alone in highlighting the need for an 
awareness of the scale at which digitalisation must be implemented in 
order to deliver a real impact on a business. Automation of just a few 
processes or for a low number of consultants/contractors is unlikely 
to be attractive whereas larger-scale projects will usually have more 
potential. For these reasons, any effective move towards digitalisation 
in the recruitment sector will always be a challenge.
“Digitalisation continues to play a pivotal role in our fast-paced, 
everyday lives to the extent that over the past five years in particular, 
we have almost become oblivious to how we as a society have evolved 
in tandem and see future digitalisation as an expectation, not hope,” 
notes Bullhorn’s Marc Jarvis. “Automation has become a necessity 
across many industries already but notably within recruitment where 
'engagement' has and will continue to be a primary driver behind 
developing strong relationships with candidates and clients alike.
“Technology like Herefish by Bullhorn will enable businesses 
to effortlessly design and build their own recruitment specific 
automations,” he concludes, “thereby enabling recruiters to focus 
on what matters most; a high degree of verbal and in-person 
engagement to ensure the deepest possible understanding of clients 
and customers’ needs. n
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It’s estimated that nearly 20 million text messages are sent every minute 
of every day, or more than a hundred per day on average for every mobile 
device subscriber. Yet it’s the venerable medium of email that remains the 
backbone of business communications and inbound marketing. 
Over 60 billion unsolicited marketing emails will be sent this year, with 
countless billions of additional transactional emails that also carry 
marketing payloads. Every frontline recruiting platform must address the 
challenges of handling email, which now go far beyond mere composition, 
sending, and reading. There are several key aspects to email. Interface 
involves user experience and connections to accounts and devices. 
Analytics measure/report on activity, and Automation applies business 
rules and infrastructure to execute email activity. 
The original email interface was the email client. This is the software 
that handles your inbox. The most widely used email clients today are 
Microsoft Outlook and Gmail on PC and iOS/ Android native mail clients 
on mobile. Email clients now usually present as apps or web apps. It also 
used to be most common for email data to reside on the device in a local 
data resource, but increasingly all email data is retained in the cloud and 
offline access is becoming less of a critical requirement. 
Most high-end recruiting platforms used on PC include integrations to 
some degree for both MS Outlook and Gmail. A minimum integration 
might involve mirroring activity in a vendor-provided email client and 
a user’s Outlook or Gmail accounts. The most extensive integrations 
actually merge functionality so that users need not leave Outlook or Gmail 
in order to use most of the recruitment platform’s features. 
Marketing automation of all kinds is dependent on all kinds of information; 
measurements of emails sent and opened, deliverability rates, click-through 
rates, and all types of positioning and segmenting activity such as A/B 
testing of different content, lead tracking and scoring, and list quality. 
Email analytics range from a minimal dashboard to full integration with the 
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business intelligence implemented in the larger recruitment platform. 
Automation includes everything from electronic creation of messages 
and content to delivery, bounce management, response management, 
scheduling, and rules / workflows. A recruitment CRM or marketing 
platform may offer a viable replacement for email marketing vendors 
such as Constant Contact, Hubspot, or Mailchimp, or it may offer 
integrations with leading email marketing vendors, or both. Email 
workflows range from simple ‘If This, Then That’ chains of conditional 
statements to more sophisticated business process automations using 
objects important to recruiting such as content delivery, forms, landing 
pages, and presentation packages. 
Typically it’s desirable to reduce the number of vendors in order to reduce 
overall lifecycle costs, so recruitment platform vendors are motivated to 
viably replace email marketing vendors in the key functional areas. What 
may vary are the associated professional services and expertise. 
The costs of business process automation have fallen over time, but 
successful technology deployment of sophisticated marketing automation 
continues to require education of end-users to make the best use of 
solution features and the goals and techniques they enable. Leading 
recruitment platform vendors offering comprehensive features and services 
are viable replacements for email marketing vendors, but as always, 
having a strong understanding of your own value-chain and capabilities 
can help lead to the best selection and results from technology solutions. 
Today’s email is far from the simple messaging tool it was in the 
beginning. Because the form of the delivery vehicle has not visibly 
changed, it’s easy to not see the technology and organizational stack 
behind a common-enough looking message, but email is likely to remain 
a preeminent marketing component, and like other forms of marketing, 
subject to ever increasing sophistication and automation for marketers 
seeking competitive advantage. n

Martin Snyder, principal and co-founder, Main Sequence Technology, 
why email is critical for control of the Recruiting Battlefield.
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